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Abstract: There is an ongoing debate in the climate community about the benefits of convectionpermitting models that explicitly resolve convection and other thermodynamical processes. An increasing number of studies show improvements in Regional Climate Model (RCM) performances
when the grid spacing is increased to 1-km scale. Up until now, such studies have revealed that
convection-permitting models confer significant advantages in representing orographic regions, producing high-order statistics, predicting events with small temporal and spatial scales, and representing convective organization. The focus of this work is on the analysis of summer precipitation over
the Alpine space. More specifically, the driving data are downscaled using the RCM COSMO-CLM
first at an intermediate resolution (12 km) over the European Domain of Coordinated Downscaling
Experiment (EURO-CORDEX domain). Then, a further downscaling at 3 km, nested into the previous
one, is performed over the Alpine domain to exploit the results over a complex orography context.
Experiments of evaluation, historical and far future under the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) RCP8.5 scenario have been considered. Indices as mean precipitation, frequency,
intensity, and heavy precipitation are employed in daily and hourly analyses. The results, observed
from the analysis of 10 year-long simulations, provide preliminary indications, highlighting significant differences of the convection permitting simulations with respect to the driving one, especially at
an hourly time scale. Moreover, future projections suggest that the convection permitting simulation
refines and enhances the projected patterns, compared with the coarser resolution.
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1. Introduction
At present, it is widely recognized that extreme precipitation is becoming more frequent and intense in warmer climates, in response to anthropogenic forcing [1,2]. Extreme
precipitation events are the main causes for different hazards (e.g., floods), and play an
important role for engineers and hydrologists involved in the update of existing design
standards of structures, such as dams, bridges, and sewage systems to potential future
changes, as well as for land use planning and socioeconomic purposes [3,4]. Such evidence
suggests the need to provide climate information at properly temporal (preferably hourly)
and spatial (preferably ~1–3 km) scales, concerning current climate and future projections.
In the last decade, several strategies have been deployed to achieve these spatial and temporal scales [5]. Various works provide reports about significant improvements using regional
climate models (RCMs) at kilometer-scale resolutions, so-called convection-permitting
regional climate models (CP-RCMs), to dynamically downscale general circulation models
(GCMs) or RCMs at lower resolutions [6–11]. The characteristics defining such a strategy
are to explicititly resolve convection by turning off the deep convection parameterizations
and run climate simulations at resolutions below 4 km with hourly outputs. The benefits
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in explicitly resolving convection and other (thermo)dynamical processes are appreciated
from the climate community, only with recent computational advances that climate time
scales (i.e., decade or longer) are within reach.
As more studies are performed, evidence continues to mount that kilometer-scale
modeling brings significant advantages in representing orographic regions, producing
high-order statistics, predicting events with small temporal and spatial scales, and representing convective organization [12–17]. Specifically, these studies reveal the added value
of kilometer-scale modeling in more accurately representing diurnal cycles [6], hourly
precipitation intensities, local–regional circulations, seasonal average precipitation, convective downdrafts, and the representation of cold pools [18]. In addition to these direct
effects, there are further benefits, e.g., a more accurate representation of interactions with
complex topography, urban effects, land-ocean contrasts, and land surface heterogeneities,
which play a key role in forcing or triggering convection. Convection-permitting climate
simulations allow the study of complex and fine scale aerosol–cloud–precipitation interactions. Positive indirect effects occur on the representation of regional climate, as well
as through various feedback mechanisms, such as soil moisture–precipitation and soil
moisture/vegetation–temperature and urban effects. Recently, these models have been
applied for climate change studies, showing a significant alteration of the climate change
signals, with respect to those projected by conventional climate models [8,15,19–21].
On this topic, a complex orographic context, such as that of the Alpine area, often
affected by heavy precipitation events, which are likely to be significantly impacted in
the future, represents a promising hot-spot to investigate the benefits of CP-RCMs for the
current climate [6,11,20,22,23] as for future projections [19,24]. The current state of scientific
knowledge on CP-RCMs show that they do not necessarily better represent daily mean
precipitation [18], but have significantly better sub-daily rainfall characteristics [6] with
improved representation of the spatial structure of rainfall and its duration-intensity characteristics [7], the intensity of hourly precipitation extremes [6,18,20], which are typically
poorly represented in climate models. Moreover, the study by [9] provides an analysis of
the performance of the 10-year long simulation in comparison with its driving one, and the
one by [10], a model-intercomparison of CP-RCM simulations.
The main added value of this article is an objective assessment of the summer precipitation over the Alpine space with a proper quantification of uncertainties, supported
by statistical analyses and metrics, addressing the impact of model temporal and spatial
resolution on the actual values and future scenarios. In other words, the current study aims
to contribute to such an open debate, in the climate community, by attempting to complete
the following objectives:
(i)

Investigate behaviors and footprints yielded by a convection-parameterizing climate
simulation and a convection-resolving one for summer precipitation at daily and
hourly scales;
(ii) Investigate potential changes in summer precipitation regimes, expected for the end
of the century, resulting from the ongoing climate change;
(iii) Prove limitations and benefits returned by a spatial and temporal refinement of
CP-RCM.
To address these objectives, this study presents climate simulations run at different
spatial scales (~12 km against ~3 km) and that cover different, 10 year-long periods following evaluation, historical, and far future experiments (2000–2009 for evaluation, 1996–2005
for historical, and 2090–2099 and far future experiments). All of the simulations have been
integrated with the COSMO-CLM (COnsortium for Small- Scale MOdeling in Climate
Mode) model [25]. The choice to run 10 year-long simulations is adopted in some European
projects and initiatives (e.g., European Climate Prediction Horizon 2020 project, CORDEX
Flagship Pilot Studies on convection) in order to save computational resources, although
climate data on 10 year-long periods only provide preliminary indications, and deserve
further study on sufficiently long periods (e.g., 30 years-long) to identify climatologic
trends.
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains a description of the methodology used in terms of the COSMO-CLM model, the simulations set-up, the observational
datasets, and the statistical analysis; in Section 3, results, in terms of daily analysis, hourly
analysis, and projections of future precipitation, are presented and discussed. Concluding
remarks are provided in Section 4.
2. Methods
2.1. The COSMO-CLM Model
This study relies on the use of the non-hydrostatic limited-area COSMO-CLM model,
designed for simulations at resolutions ranging from the meso-β (horizontal scales inbetween 20–200 km) to the meso-γ (horizontal scales in-between 2–20 km) scales. Such a
model solves the fully compressible governing equations of fluid dynamics on a structured
grid using finite difference methods [26]. Horizontal advection is calculated using a fifthorder upwind scheme. Vertical advection is computed with an implicit Crank–Nicholson
scheme [27]. Time integration is performed with a split-explicit third-order Runge–Kutta
discretization [28]. Cloud microphysics are represented with a single moment scheme
using five hydrometeors (cloud water, rain, ice crystals, snow, and graupel) [29]. The
representation of soil moisture is performed using a 10-layer soil model (TERRA_ML) with
a new formulation for water runoff dependent on orography [30]. The bulk scheme named
“TERRA-URB” [31,32] provides an intrinsic representation of urban physics in the COSMOCLM model by modifying the input data, soil-vegetation module TERRA-ML, and the
land–atmospheric interactions, discerning between urban canopy and natural land cover
for each grid cell with a tile approach. The main features of the urban parameterization are:
(i) application of the Semi-empirical URban canopY (SURY) parameterization, converting
urban canopy parameters containing the three-dimensional urban-canopy information
into bulk parameters [33,34], assuming appropriate parameters for albedo, emissivity, heat
capacity, and heat conductivity and aerodynamic roughness length; (ii) representation of
buildings and pavements on top of the natural soil, enabling a comprehensive representation of the heterogeneous urban environment that consists of impervious surfaces, bare soil,
vegetation, water puddles, and snow mantle; (iii) inclusion of the new bare soil evaporation
resistance formulation and the vegetation skin temperature parameterization [35].
The radiation scheme is based on a δ-two-stream approach, as described in [36,37].
Turbulent fluxes within the planetary boundary layer are parameterized with a 1.5-order
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)-based scheme [38,39].
The standard parameterization of convection used in the model is based on [40]. The
Tiedtke scheme is a mass-flux closure approach used to parameterize modifications to the
vertical structure of the atmosphere due to deep, mid-level, and shallow convection. If the
convection is explicitly solved, only the shallow convection part of the scheme is active,
while for deeper clouds, the scheme is turned off.
2.2. Simulations Set-Up
The present work focuses on climate simulations at different domains and experiments. The domains are presented in Figure 1 and labeled as “EUR-11” and “ALP-3”: the
simulations referring to the latter domain are nested into the previous one. The analysis
domains of Figure 1 have been obtained discarding the relaxation zone from the computational domain and allowing a sufficient spinup zone (15 and 23 points, respectively) [41].
The setups for each domain are described in the following. Specifically:

•

•

EUR-11: it is characterized by a spatial resolution of 0.11◦ (~12 km) covering the EuroCORDEX domain (48.50◦ W–69.86◦ E; 20.15◦ –74.01◦ N) leading to a computational
domain with 450 × 438 grid points and 40 vertical levels. The time step for integration
is set equal to 75 s. Here the convection is standard parameterized based on the
Tiedtke scheme;
ALP-3: it is characterized by a spatial resolution of 0.0275◦ (~3 km) covering an extended Alpine domain from central Italy to northern Germany (4.56◦ W–18.30◦ E;

•
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Each setup is used to perform 10 year-long simulations considering:

•
•
•

Evaluation experiment (2000–2009; 1999 spin-up) initialized with ERA-interim reanalysis [42];
Historical experiment (1996–2005; 1995 spin-up) driven by EC Earth general circulation
model (GCM) [43];
Far future experiment (2090–2099; 2089 spin-up) driven by EC Earth GCM [43] using
the IPCC RCP8.5 greenhouse gas scenario [44].

The global datasets used is EC Earth [43] (realization 12) for boundary and lateral
conditions. It has a resolution of around 120 km and the update frequency at lateral
boundaries is 6h. The datasets used are: GLC2000 [45] for land use, GLOBE for surface
altitude and FAO Digital Soil Map of the World for soil types.
Specifically, the evaluation experiments are analyzed with respect to daily and hourly
gridded observations to investigate the behaviors and footprints of precipitation patterns
and prove the added value and benefits returned by a spatial and temporal refinement.
Such an experiment of evaluation is included in [13] for a multi-model study. On the
other side, historical and far future experiments are analyzed to evaluate the occurrence of
potential change in climate conditions, resulting from the increasing of greenhouse gases at
the end of the century.
2.3. Observations
High-resolution observational precipitation datasets (Table 1) available over different
regions at daily and sub-daily scales are considered to evaluate the reliability of climate
simulations for the evaluation experiment. Specifically:
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•

•

•

EURO4M-APGD: it is a daily precipitation available at a horizontal resolution of 5 km
over the Alpine region from 1971–2008; such a dataset is based on daily rain gauge
station data, and is presented in [46];
GRIPHO: it is an hourly gridded precipitation dataset, available over Italy at a horizontal resolution of 3 km [47]; such a dataset is based on rain gauge measurements
and is available for the period 2001–2016;
COMEPHORE: it is an hourly observational dataset with a resolution of 1 km with
coverage over metropolitan France [11,48]; such a dataset relies on a combination of
rain gauges and radar.

Table 1. List of used observational data sets.
Dataset

Grid
Resolution

Time Resolution

Overlap
Period

Reference

EURO4M-APGD

5 km

daily

2000–2008

[46]

GRIPHO (IT)

3 km

hourly

2001–2005

[47]

COMEPHORE (FR)

1 km

hourly

2001–2005

[11,48]

Some insights related to observational gridded datasets of precipitation have to be
accounted for [46–49]: (i) shortcomings associated with these types of datasets, including
underestimation of precipitation, especially over mountainous regions due to the sparseness of stations at high elevations, and mask effect problems in areas with high altitude
for radar data; (ii) The systematic wind-induced rain gauge under-catch; (iii) wetting and
evaporation losses; and (iv) interpolation methods, which systematically induce underestimation of high intensities (smoothing effect) and overestimation of low intensities (moist
extension into dry areas).
For the analyses, only the observational periods that overlap with the targeted simulation ones are considered, which are 2000–2008 for EURO4M-APGD data, and 2001–2005 for
GRIPHO and COMEPHORE data. The shortfall of observed data is pronounced, especially
for hourly precipitation. Anyway, the comparison between the observations and model
data is included to report if the characteristics and statistics of precipitation are addressed.
2.4. Climate Indicators and Statistical Tools
The characteristics of precipitation and extremes are investigated at hourly and daily
scales for evaluation purposes, considering evaluation experiments with respect to observations, and for assessing the climate change signal by normalizing the difference between
far future and historical experiments, with respect to the historical ones.
Table 2 lists the indicators assumed for the analysis at hand. Such a list includes statistical measures, such as mean precipitation, wet day/hour frequency, and wet day/hour
intensity, and extreme value analysis, to estimate extreme precipitation events.
Table 2. Statistical indicators used in this study where (*) indicates that a wet day (hour) is a day
(hour) with precipitation ≥1 mm (≥0.1 mm) and (**) indicates that percentiles are calculated using
all events (wet and dry) following [50].
Diagnostics

Unit

Description

Mean

(mm/d)

Mean precipitation

Frequency

(fraction)

Wet day/hour frequency *

Intensity

(mm/d)/(mm/h)

Wet day/hour intensity *

Heavy precipitation
(99p/99.9p)

(mm/d)/(mm/h)

99th/99.9th percentile of
daily/hourly precipitation **
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Wet day (hour) is defined as a day (hour) with precipitation ≥1 mm/d (≥0.1 mm/h),
while the extreme precipitation events are investigated through the amount of daily and
hourly precipitation above fixed percentiles computed from all data (wet and dry events),
according to [50]. In this study, the 99th percentile is adopted for daily data while the
99.9th percentile for hourly data, chosen to agree with the multi-model studies proposed
by [12,13].
All indicators are computed for simulated precipitation over 10-year long periods for
the summer season (JJA = June–July–August). Such a period is sufficient for evaluation
analysis [51], while, in a rigorous manner, it does not represent a sufficiently long period to
identify climatologic trends. Anyway, a 10-year long period could be considered credible
to provide preliminary indications about expected future changes, despite the potential
impact of the internal variability.
For both evaluation and climate change signal analyses, the indicators are first qualitatively analyzed in terms of spatial distributions through maps. Moreover, some metrics
widely adopted for performance evaluation have been assessed. In order to show a fair comparison between models, before the computation of metrics, the simulations are referred
to a common domain and interpolated on a common grid (EUR-11), using a conservative
remapping. The root mean square error (RMSE) is assessed as:
v
u
u1
RMSE = t
N

N

∑ ( S i − Oi ) 2

(1)

i =1

where S and O refer to observation and model, respectively. The standard deviation (STD)
of simulated and observed fields is also calculated to highlight spatial variability.
Then, a more focus statistical analysis is performed, considering the spatial cumulative
distribution function (CDF) and probability density function (PDF) for evaluation analysis,
and the “Whiskers” box plots, [52], for climate change signal analysis, where the cumulative
probability is defined as the probability that an event with rainfall x is equal to or greater
than F(x). Some authors [53–56] use distribution functions (as the gamma distribution)
to model the cumulative distribution function of precipitation. In this study, we do not
use any distribution function, thus the empirical CDFs are proposed to keep as detailed
a comparison as possible. The same choice is adopted for PDFs. In order to test the
goodness-of-fit statistics, the Anderson–Darling test and the distribution added value
are assessed.
The two-sample Anderson–Darling test [57] is used under the null hypothesis that
compared samples are drawn from the same population against the alternative hypothesis
(that they belong to two populations with different CDFs), with a user-defined level of
significance α, usually set to 5%. It is a nonparametric test; thus, it does not require any
initial assumption about the distributions to be compared, but it is known to be robust
and effective in accounting for both the tails and the central part of the distribution [3].
The analyzed metrics from the two-sample Anderson–Darling test is the standardized
Anderson–Darling rank statistic (ADK). High values of ADKs imply that the test fails to
reject the null hypothesis and the compared distributions have different CDFs; low values
of ADKs imply that the test provides the rejection of the null hypothesis and the compared
distributions have similar CDFs.
The distribution added value (DAV) [58] gives the percentage of added value gained or
lost by the use of high resolution. Equation (2) measures how well a given high-resolution
(Shr) simulation (with respect to a particular observational dataset) compares with a lower
resolution (Slr), regarding the same reference dataset (O).
DAV =

∑iN=1 min(Shri , Oi ) − ∑iN=1 min(Slri , Oi )
∑iN=1 min(Slri , Oi )

(2)
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Regarding the “Whiskers” box plots, it is proposed to synthetically look for differences
in the spatial distributions: the central mark indicates the median, and the bottom and
top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The expected
climate change, addressed by the box plots and maps, is also supported by the metric of
the areal mean change (AMC). AMC represents the average change over the plotted area
in percentage and it is labeled on the relative maps.
3. Results
3.1. Precipitation Evaluation at Daily Scale (2000–2009)
Figure 2 compares the spatial distributions at the daily scale of mean precipitation
(Figure 2a), heavy precipitation (Figure 2b), frequency (Figure 2c), and intensity (Figure 2d),
derived from the evaluation experiments ALP-3 and EUR-11 over summer 2000–2009, with
the corresponding plots carried out assuming the dataset EURO4M-APGD over summer
2000–2008 as reference observations. Summer season is characterized by precipitation
focusing on regions of high orography. Both simulations ALP-3 and EUR-11 capture the
spatial patterns of mean daily precipitation, intensity, frequency, and heavy precipitation
quite well, compared to the observations, as confirmed by the metrics RMSE and STD
in Table 3.
Some overestimations are present in mean daily precipitation over Alps, especially in
ALP-3 results (Figure 2a). Such findings are in agreement with [10]. This is most likely inherited from the overestimation of wet day frequency (Figure 2d) occurring anyway for both
simulations, and related to shortcomings of the observational data set. The main differences
appear between the ALP-3 and coarse-resolution EUR-11 considering the other indicators.
The coarser resolution model EUR-11 exhibits a tendency to underestimate precipitation
intensity (Figure 2c) and heavy precipitation (Figure 2b) with respect to observations. The
weaker intensity of precipitation and higher wet day frequency indicates persistent light
rain, which is consistent with previous studies focusing on evaluation experiments [6,8].
The ALP-3 simulation performs well the heavy precipitation (Figure 2b), although slight
overestimations indicate that some problems in initiating small-scale convective summer
precipitation still persist over orography.
The comparison addressed by the maps of Figure 2 is complemented by statistically
comparing the spatial CDFs and PDFs. In this perspective, the heavy precipitation 99p,
calculated in summer over the period 2000–2008 from daily observations, calculated in
summer over the period 2000–2009 from ALP-3 and EUR-11 models and plotted in Figure 2,
is statistically analyzed to look for any possible differences in the probability distributions,
with respect to observations. To make the data comparable, the ALP-3 and EUR-11 simulations refer to a common domain (the one of the EURO4M-APGD dataset) and are regridded
to the EUR-11 grid [8,10,17].
Figure 3a presents the empirical CDFs of heavy precipitation 99p, assessed from observations (EURO4M-APGD), ALP-3, and EUR-11 simulations. For ease of interpretation,
these functions are differentiated to obtain the corresponding PDFs in Figure 3b. Both
climate simulations fit well the observed statistical distribution. The ALP-3 distribution
reveals an excellent agreement with observation, with a CDF much closer to observation
than the EUR-11 one. The shift of EUR-11 distribution toward low values of heavy precipitation confirms the tendency to underestimations of such distribution compared with the
one of observations. These aspects are also highlighted from the comparison by maps of
Figure 2. In Table 4, ADKs indicate that the CDF of ALP-3 is more similar to observations
than EUR-11, and DAV highlights that the added value gained by the use of high resolution
is 3.14%.
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Mean daily precipitation (mm/d)

OBS

ALP-3

(a)
EUR-11

Heavy precipitation 99p (mm/d)

OBS

ALP-3

(b)
EUR-11

Intensity (mm/d)

OBS

ALP-3

(c)
EUR-11

Frequency (fraction)

(d)
OBS

ALP-3

EUR-11

Figure12. Spatial distribution at daily scale of mean precipitation (a), heavy precipitation 99p (b), intensity, (c) and frequency
(d) for observations (OBS), ALP-3, and EUR-11 (evaluation experiments) over summer (June–July–August, JJA) 2000–2009.
For OBS, gridded dataset EURO4M-APGD over summer (JJA) 2000–2008 is used.
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Table 3. Root mean square error (RMSE) and standard deviation (STD) referred to the daily statistical
indicators in Figure 2.
Diagnostics

OBS

ALP-3

EUR-11

Mean precipitation
(mm/d)

RMSE: STD: 1.49

RMSE: 0.48
STD: 1.92

RMSE: 0.26
STD: 1.42

Frequency
(fraction)

RMSE: STD: 0.12

RMSE: 0.02
STD: 0.12

RMSE: 0.03
STD: 0.13

Intensity
(mm/d)

RMSE: STD: 1.98

RMSE: 0.31
STD: 2.20

RMSE: 0.34
STD: 1.68

Heavy precipitation
99p (mm/d)

RMSE: STD: 10.21

RMSE: 2.43
STD: 11.57

RMSE: 2.41
STD: 11.08

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Empirical cumulative distribution functions (a) and probability density functions (b) related to heavy precipitation
1
99p from daily data. The observations are filled with a grey area.
Table 4. Distribution added value (DAV) and Anderson–Darling rank statistics (ADKs) referred to
the daily cumulative distribution function (CDF) and probability density function (PDF) of heavy
precipitation in Figure 3.
Diagnostics

ALP-3

DAV
ADKs

EUR-11
3.14%

30

180

3.2. Precipitation Evaluation at Hourly Scale (2001–2005)
Figure 4 compares the spatial distributions at an hourly scale of heavy precipitation
(Figure 4a), frequency (Figure 4b), and intensity (Figure 4c), derived from the evaluation experiments ALP-3 and EUR-11, with respect to the corresponding plots carried out,
assuming the gridded datasets at sub-daily resolution (GRIPHO and COMPHORE) as
reference observations. Due to the availability of hourly datasets, the simulation results
plotted in Figure 4 are over the common period 2001–2005, shared by both evaluation
experiments (i.e., 2000–2009) and sub-daily observation datasets (i.e., 1997–2005 for COMPHORE and 2001–2016 for GRIPHO). The differences between simulations ALP-3 and
EUR-11 highlighted for daily analyses are further pronounced for hourly precipitation.
ALP-3 tends to produce more intense precipitation than its driving coarse resolution model
EUR-11 (Figure 4b). Thus, the coarse resolution RCM simulation underestimates heavy
precipitation over high orography and lower ground (Figure 4a). Moreover, EUR-11 largely
overestimates the wet hour frequency (Figure 4c), especially over mountains, and intensity is strongly underestimated. In other words, the analysis highlights that the EUR-11
provides too light but very frequent precipitation compared to the observations, confirm-
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ing the results of previous studies [7,9]. The ALP-3 reduces such differences, returning
higher intensity and lower frequency of precipitation much closer to the observations than
EUR-11. In the sake of clarity, it is worth it to note that the available observations exclude
much of the central and eastern mountainous areas of the Alps, and the comparison with
observations is allowed over France and part of Italy (as returned by the metrics in Table 5).
Heavy precipitation 99.9p (mm/h)

OBS

ALP-3

(a)
EUR-11

Intensity (mm/h)

OBS

ALP-3

Frequency (fraction)

OBS

ALP-3

(b)
EUR-11

(c)
EUR-11

1 4. Spatial distribution at hourly scale of heavy precipitation 99.9p (a), intensity, (b) and frequency, (c) for observations
Figure
OBS, ALP-3, and EUR-11 (evaluation experiments) over summer (JJA) 2001–2005. For OBS, observations over France
derived from COMPHORE dataset, and over Italy, derived from GRIPHO dataset are used.
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Table 5. RMSE and STD referred to the hourly statistical indicators in Figure 4.
Diagnostics

OBS

ALP-3

EUR-11

Frequency
(fraction)

RMSE: STD: 0.03

RMSE: 0.02
STD: 0.03

RMSE: 0.08
STD: 0.01

Intensity
(mm/h)

RMSE: STD: 0.27

RMSE: 0.01
STD: 0.29

RMSE: 0.12
STD: 0.20

Heavy precipitation
99.9p (mm/h)

RMSE: STD: 2.81

RMSE: 0.11 STD: 2.75

RMSE: 0.35
STD: 2.71

This analysis gives indication on the differences between CP-RCM and RCM and on
the improvements of the former with respect to the latter, particularly for the hourly-scale
analyses and localized over mountains.
As in the case of daily analyses, the qualitative comparison addressed by the maps of
Figure 4 is complemented by statistically comparing the spatial cumulative distribution
function (CDF) and probability density function (PDF). The heavy precipitation 99.9p, calculated in the summer from hourly observations, ALP-3 and EUR-11 models are statistically
analyzed in Figure 5. To make the data comparable, the ALP-3 and EUR-11 simulations
refer to a common domain (observations) and are regridded to the EUR-11 grid [8,10,17].
Figure 5a presents the empirical CDFs of heavy precipitation 99.9p, assessed in summer
over the period 2001–2005 from observations (GRIPHO and COMPHORE), ALP-3, and
EUR-11 simulations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. The empirical cumulative distribution functions (a) and probability density functions, (b) related to heavy
1
precipitation
99.9p from hourly data. The observations are filled with a grey area.

For ease of interpretation, these functions are differentiated to obtain the corresponding PDFs in Figure 5b. The differences between ALP-3 and EUR-11 simulations highlighted
from the maps of Figure 4 are also visible in Figure 5. The ALP-3 distribution shows a
very good agreement with the observed statistical distribution, except for slight underestimations for values of heavy precipitation 99.9p lower than 6 mm/h and overestimations
for values of heavy precipitation 99.9p higher than 6 mm/h. In any case, the mean value
of heavy precipitation 99.9p for ALP-3 distribution (8.2 mm/h) is similar to observations
(8.3 mm/h), as well as the shapes of both distributions. This is due to a sort of compensation effect of CP-RCMs, in which intense values are overrepresented and medium
events underrepresented. The shift of EUR-11 distribution toward low values of heavy
precipitation 99.9p confirms the underestimations of such distribution compared with the
one of observations. Moreover, the mean value of heavy precipitation 99.9p for EUR-11
distribution (5.3 mm/h) differs of 3 mm/h from observations (8.3 mm/h), and the whole
distribution of data is shifted toward low values of heavy precipitation 99.9p. These aspects
are also highlighted from the comparison by maps in Figure 4, where underestimations
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of heavy precipitation 99.9p from EUR-11 simulation are also assessed. In Table 6, ADKs
indicate that the CDF of ALP-3 is more similar to observations than the one of EUR-11, and
DAV highlights that the added value gained by the use of high resolution is 129.5%. It is
worth noticing how, at hourly time-scale, strong differences between EUR-11 and ALP-3
results emerge.
Table 6. DAV and ADKs referred to the hourly CDF and PDF of heavy precipitation in Figure 5.
Diagnostics

ALP-3

DAV
ADKs

EUR-11
129.5%

126

3216

3.3. Future Precipitation Projections (2090–2099 vs. 1996–2005)
The projected changes in summer precipitation are proposed in this section.
Figures 6 and 7 plot the changes of mean precipitation (Figure 6a), heavy precipitation
(Figures 6b and 7a), frequency (Figures 6c and 7b), and intensity (Figures 6d and 7c) carried
out at daily and hourly scale, respectively. In detail, the climate change signals are derived
from 10 year-long simulations conducted with ALP-3 and EUR-11 models, as difference
between scenario (2090–2099) and historical simulation (1996–2005), normalized by the
historical one (1996–2005).
The analyses return a potential decrease in mean precipitation (Figure 6a), which is
associated with a decrease in the frequency of daily (Figure 6d) and hourly (Figure 7c)
precipitation (as exploited by the AMC). Such a decrease (Figure 6a) is much stronger
over the Alps chain. The intensity of daily (Figure 6c) and hourly (Figure 7b) precipitation
generally increases, although some areas are slightly in contrast (e.g., a bit of a stronger
increase of daily intensity occurs over the north Mediterranean Sea than that of hourly
precipitation, and a stronger decrease of daily intensity occurs over France than that of
hourly precipitation). Heavy precipitation (Figure 7a) exhibits localized intensification
over the eastern Alps and the northern part of the domain, in agreement with [50], visible
especially at the hourly scale, and a pronounced drying over the southern part, although
the AMC exploits a slight decrease in the areal mean change for ALP-3 and slight increase
in EUR-11.
The comparison addressed by the maps in Figures 6 and 7 is complemented by means
of the “Whisker” box plots proposed in Figure 8, related to daily and hourly changes of
precipitation resulting from both CP-RCM (ALP-3) and RCM (EUR-11) simulations. Both
simulations highlight a decrease in projected daily mean precipitation (Figure 8a). The box
plots related to the changes of daily heavy precipitation (Figure 8b) for both simulations
highlight a decrease, slightly larger in EUR-11 than ALP-3, as for the box plots related to
the changes of hourly heavy precipitation (Figure 8c). For the changes of daily intensity
(Figure 8d), both simulations highlight an increase (median value of +3.1% for ALP-3 and
+1.9% for EUR-11). The box plot related to the changes of hourly intensity (Figure 8e)
of ALP-3 shows a median value of +7.0% and EUR-11 has a median value +3.2%. Both
simulations highlight a decrease (Figure 8f) in projected daily frequency (larger in ALP-3
than EUR-11, with median values of −33.1% and −24.6%, respectively) and in (Figure 8g)
projected hourly frequency (larger in ALP-3 than EUR-11, with median values of −19.7%
and −21.1%, respectively).
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Mean daily precipitation

(a)

ALP-3

EUR-11

AMC: −11.7%

AMC: −0.8%
Heavy precipitation 99p

(b)

ALP-3

EUR-11

AMC: −2.7%

AMC: +0.4%
Intensity

(c)

ALP-3

EUR-11

AMC: +2.9%

AMC: +0.4%
Frequency

ALP-3

AMC: −29.3%

(d)
EUR-11

AMC: −7.3%

Figure
1 6. Changes in daily mean precipitation (a), heavy precipitation (b), intensity (c) and frequency (d) related to summer
season (JJA) projected at the end of century (2090–2099) with respect to the historical period (1996–2005).
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Heavy precipitation 99.9p

ALP-3

EUR-11

AMC: −1.1%

AMC: +1.2%
Intensity

ALP-3

(b)
EUR-11

AMC: +0.5%

AMC: +6.4%
Frequency

ALP-3

AMC: −17.8%

(a)

(c)
EUR-11

AMC: −8.5%

1Figure 7. Changes in hourly heavy precipitation (a), intensity (b) and frequency (c) related to summer season (JJA) projected
at the end of century (2090–2099) with respect to the historical period (1996–2005).
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Changes in hourly precipitation

(a)

(b)

(c)

Intensity (%)

Heavy precipitation (%)

Mean precipitation (%)

Changes in daily precipitation

(e)

(f)

(g)

Frequency (%)

(d)

Figure 8. “Whiskers” box plots of daily (a,b,d,f) and hourly (c,e,g) projected changes of precipitation resulting from ALP-3
1
and EUR-11 simulations.

The projected future change of summer precipitation from the end of century, with
respect to the historical period, is then characterized as: (i) a decrease in projected daily
mean precipitation; (ii) a general decrease of daily and hourly heavy precipitation with
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localized intensification over the eastern Alps and the northern part of the domain; (iii) an
increase of daily and hourly intensity; and (iv) a reduction in daily and hourly frequency.
The differences between the CP-RCM (ALP-3) and RCM (EUR-11) simulations are not so
large for both median values and data distributions for almost all indicators, yielding a
coherent change projected for summer precipitations.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, the summer precipitation over complex orography as the Alpine area
was investigated through convection-permitting simulations at a horizontal resolution of
~3 km (ALP-3), and parameterized ones at a horizontal resolution of ~12 km (EUR-11),
performed with the COSMO-CLM model. The climate simulations are presented, referring
to evaluation (2000–2009), historical (1996–2005), and far future (2090–2099) experiments
with RCP8.5 greenhouse gas scenario. The mean, heavy precipitation, frequency, and
intensity of summer precipitation are assessed at daily and hourly timescales. Climate data
on 10 year-long periods provide only preliminary indications on changes and climatologic
trends, especially for extreme patterns having rare occurrences. However, there are current
limitations existing on computation resources: they do not perform longer simulation
periods, especially on large domains, as the one investigated in this paper.
In the first part of this paper, summer precipitation patterns at daily and hourly
scales are investigated, considering evaluation experiments. The comparison among the
convection-resolving models, driving convection-parameterizing model, and observations
is addressed at a daily scale over the period 2000–2009 and at an hourly scale over the
period 2001–2005. Such a comparison reveals that both models capture quite well the spatial
patterns of daily precipitation, with high intensity and frequency over high elevations
for all analyzed indices. The EUR-11 model tends to underestimate the precipitation
intensity and the heavy precipitation, while the ALP-3 model performs better than EUR-11
simulation and the heavy precipitation. Moreover, the heavy precipitation events in ALP-3
are overestimated, in agreement with [10]. The main improvements of ALP-3 are reported
for sub-daily precipitation. The ALP-3 model appears to properly reproduce the intensity
of precipitation, which is closer to the observed one, while the EUR-11 model tends to
underestimate intensity. EUR-11 simulation underestimates heavy precipitation over high
orography and lower ground, and largely overestimates the wet hour frequency, while the
ALP-3 reduces such differences against observed data. Such findings are also corroborated
by statistical analyses of heavy precipitations, resulting in no large differences emerging,
in terms of cumulative distribution and probability density functions of ALP-3 and EUR11 models at daily timescales, although a shift of EUR-11 distribution, compared with
observations, toward low values of heavy precipitation, occurs. Such a shift is pronounced
at an hourly time-scale with a notable translation of EUR-11 distribution toward low
values of heavy precipitation. The results are consistent with previous studies [6,7,18] and
multi-model studies [13].
In the second part of this work, potential changes in the summer precipitation regime
projected at the end of the century against the historical period are presented. The analysis
reveals decreases in mean summer precipitation, especially over topography, and is consistent with conventional climate models [59]. Moreover, the heavy summer precipitation
generally decreases, but with localized intensification over the eastern Alps and the northern part of the domain. The decrease in mean and heavy summer precipitation is associated
with frequency reductions of small and intermediate precipitation events. Therefore, on
daily and hourly time scales, precipitation is projected to become less frequent and more
intense. The results are consistent with previous studies [19] and multi-model studies [12].
Both models, ALP-3 and EUR-11, show coherent and consistent changes for daily and
hourly precipitation indicators. These remarkable behaviors, observed from the analysis of
10 year-long simulations, provide preliminary indications about the expected changes in
future summer precipitation, and deserve further study, employing simulations performed
on sufficiently long periods (e.g., 30 years-long) to identify climatologic trends.
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Finally, this work aims to contribute to the scientific activities in the climate community by showing the limitations and benefits of running CP–RCMs. On the one hand, the
climate change projections show very little difference between EUR-11 and ALP-3, raising
the question as to whether the additional computational cost is justified. On the other, the
improvements of high-resolution simulations in spatial representation, heavy precipitation,
frequency, and intensity of precipitation, are pronounced, compared to coarser resolution
counterparts, especially at a sub-daily scale. Moreover, the overestimation of intense events
in CP-RCMs, returned by this study, is a well-known issue [10]. Although the climate
projections of precipitation are similar between resolutions, the better performance of
the ALP-3 model in the evaluation experiment increases the confidence in the CP-RCM
projections, particularly for hourly precipitation. Such findings are also supported by the
significant difference in the DAV scores proposed in this study, where daily heavy precipitations seems to be, basically, nothing, whereas for hourly, reveals a large improvement.
Further studies are needed to understand the actual benefits of CP-RCMs, and if they are
due to a better resolution of topography or to the explicit simulation of convection. The
proposed results, supported by an ad-hoc quantification of the uncertainties, show that
convection-resolving climate models are attractive tools to investigate precipitation climate
and its sensitivity to climate change, especially over a hot-spot area (Alpine space) affected
by complex precipitation regimes, for current climate and future projections.
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